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Dejashvi and Prakash
participate in a National
Workshop on Crafts of
India: Gond Painting,
organised by PSG
College of Technology,
Coimbatore

Prema Rangachary
presented at the 25th
IDEC in Bengaluru
December 15 was
Project Day on the
theme of Food

8 students and 2
teachers spent a
week at Centre For
Learning,
Bengaluru

ACHIEVEMENTS

Vidya Vanam’s students made Chekutty dolls for Kerala’s Chendamangalam weavers who were
affected by the floods in the state.
Dejashvi and Prakash, participated in a National Workshop on "Crafts of India-Gond Painting"
organised by Department of Apparel and Fashion Design, PSG College of Technology, Coimbatore.
Vidya Vanam’s director, Prema Rangachary, presented the story of Vidya Vanam: Evolution of
Transformational Education at the 25th International Democratic Education Conference (IDEC) held in
Bengaluru.
Eight students from Vindhya and Aravalli groups accompanied by TM Srikanth, Vidya Vanam’s
Academic Director, and Sukanya M, the Social Science Teacher, spent a week at the CFL (Centre for
Learning), Bengaluru. They participated in discussions, put up performances and conducted a
workshop for students of CFL and other schools.

PROJECT DAY
Scholastic progress, revolving around a chosen theme, is presented at Project Day! Children display
models, charts, present songs, dances and plays based on the chosen theme to the visitors and
parents. On December 15 was Arivu 2018. The theme was Food and Nalini Thimraj, Principal of Monarch
International College of Hotel Management, Ooty, was the Chief Guest. In social sciences, the children
looked at how agriculture and food cultures evolved. In arts, the children did paintings with coffee and
seeds. In English, they read stories connected with food, especially authors like Laura Ingalls Wilder.
They also researched on towns that have given their names to specific foods. In Tamil, they studied
culture of food festivals and the South Indian etiquette of meals. In science, the students studied
cooking methods, food colouring and balanced diet. For Maths, they studied ratio-proportion in recipes
and use of algebra in calculating BMI.

FIELD TRIP
Every year, students are taken on an educational tour of regions of interest. This year, students of
Vindhya went on a trip to Wardha accompanied by four teachers. They stayed on the campus of
Anand Niketan School and interacted with the students and teachers there. They visited Vinobha
Bhave’s ashram, a museum dedicated to his life and another on Khadi; the dam on the Damini river
and two Buddhist stupas in the vicinity. They went to a centre that manufactures interlocking tiles
and boxes for beekeeping and a cotton manufacturing mill.

VISITORS
KB Jinan — a social worker, an activist designer, teacher, and researcher — conducted workshops
for the junior school teachers.
Shanthini Rajkumar, farmer and a food blogger, spoke to the children about the importance of
local foods and how these are connected to the environment and one’s health and well being
Sujatha, a Montessori trainer from Bengaluru, conducted a workshop for Montessori and Junior
school teachers.
Rakesh Raghunathan, well-known food blogger and food and travel show host, made a
presentation on his search for traditional recipes and taught the students to make akkaravadisal
Harsh Valechha, who lives in an off-grid environment and follows a sustainable lifestyle, talked to
the children about sustainable practices and different ways to grow food organically.
Dr Lakshmi Ramanan of the Sai Healing Trust conducted a medical camp.
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At Sujatha's workshop

DIPLOMA IN BASIC
RURAL TECHNOLOGY

The students of the Diploma in Basic Rural Technology, which was introduced last term, have
constructed a low-cost dome as their workspace. With a diametere of 8m, the dome rests on a
platform of two and a half feet,which was built with sized stones. The students worked with
masonsto learn building techniques and the packing and flooring work. They also constructed a soak
pit of 12 feet length and 10 feet depth for waste water management. Half an acre of land in the
school campus has been given over to agriculture. As the students learn about intercropping and
techniques of organic farming, they are cultivating vegetables like onion, greens, pumpkin among
others which are used in the school kitchen.

